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Abstract 
The contribution deals with study of the quality of the machined surface cut by water 
jet performed on the basis of the cutting process observation, direct measurements 
associated with the analysis of the created cut surfaces and work pieces as the compact unit. 
In the main it draws benefits of this material cutting technology. 
Abstrakt 
Príspevok sa zaoberá štúdiom kvality obrobených povrchov delených vodným lúčom, 
realizovaného na základe pozorovania procesu delenia, priamych meraní spojených s analýzou 
novovzniknutých delených ploch a obrobkov ako celku v konkrétnych podnikových podmienkach. 
Vykresluje najma výhody delenia materiálov touto metódou. 
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1. Introduction
Dividing materials often present first operation in process of making élement, at the end of
which is completed article. Every technological operation, from first to last, manipulate in change of 
attribute whether cut surface or arrangement materials as aggregate and leave at the same time 
specific characters, which constitute actual condition surface work. Next to standard technology of 
machining, which respond to claim machining new materials for example by the new · cutting 
materials(cut ceramics, pottery), they are helping in resolution problem hardmachining materials and 
new technologies as well, specified as progressive, unconventional among which belong to also 
cutting by water jet. Productional facilities technology of cutting by water jet and all above 
consequences duty in form quality finished made work create filling of refer work. Contribution was 
realized in concretely work conditions of company. 
2. Dividing - water jet
Technological process use narrow high-pressure and high-speed drift of water (pressure of
water ;:::: 380 MPa) as cutting implement. To add fine abrasive, let us say compact elements, gain 
effect cutting, what expand ability of utilization water jet. 
Cutting by water jet consist in strip material of mechanical effect impact narrow water drift 
with high-speed and kinetic energy on force area. Abrasive as an admixture, multiply mechanical 
effects impact. Jet as a drift of water is made by high-pressure of water, which coming through the 
gap of die with diameter----0,3mm. Jet of water filter going into the work, gradually loosing his kinetic 
energy and deviate. 
In term of apply busíness data differentiate two main methods of cutting: 
• WJM- machining by clean Water Jet
• A WJM - machining by abrasive Water Jet (Water jet with admixture fine elements - abrasíve)
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